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Creative team oriented and results focused individual seeking to invest skills, 
experience, and abilities by contributing to companies organizational goals and 
objectives. Have cross experience in business and law enforcement in management 
roles including project management. A position in a results-oriented Squadron that 
seeks an ambitious and career conscious person, where acquired skills and education
will be used toward growth and advancement.

EXPERIENCE

Military Police Officer
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2008 – PRESENT

 Performing and enforcing the full range of police officer duties within 
the military installation.

 Pursuing and apprehending or directing apprehension of persons 
fleeing a crime scene or attempting to resist arrest, carries a firearm.

 Mirandizing the suspects, preserving evidence, and testifying in court 
as it pertains to enforcing laws and regulations on a military 
installation.

 Conducting preliminary and final short-term investigations of a broad 
range of alleged and actual crimes occurring within the military 
installation.

 Investigating crimes and suspecting criminal activities, interviews 
witnesses, securing crime scenes, compiling and preserving evidence.

 Responding to calls for emergency assistance to include murder, 
traffic accidents, domestic disputes, suicides, burglary, robbery, sex 
offenses, unruly or truant child, missing persons, suspicious persons, 
gang fights, or neighborhood disputes, catastrophic events, enemy 
attacks, scenes of crimes and natural disasters, makes 
apprehensions.

 Acting as the on-scene commander for significant and catastrophic 
events as required.

Police Officer 
ABC Corporation - APRIL 2007 – AUGUST 2008

 Stopped violators, notified them of the traffic offense committed, and 
issued armed forces traffic tickets and department of defense 
violation notices as appropriate.

 Served as an emergency response dispatcher for the installation in 
support of integrated base defense and police services.

 Participated in training, exercises, and evaluations to increase 
proficiency and update skills and knowledge.

 Performed fixed post duties at all access points, visitor control center,
and vehicle inspection stations.
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 Resolved a variety of potentially volatile and dangerous situations in a
calm, confident, and effective manner.

 Drove a patrol car under normal and adverse conditions.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant

to your current role.

EDUCATION

 Human Services Management - 2007(University Of Phoenix - Spokane, 
WA)Chemical Dependency Professional - 2006(Spokane Falls Community
College - Spokane, WA)Computer Networking - 1999(ITT Technical 
Institute - Spokane, WA)

SKILLS

Law Enforcement & Public Safety, Crime Prevention, Emergency Planning & 
Response, Traffic Patrol Security/Surveillance Operations, Defensive Tactics, Law 
Enforcement & Public Safety, Crime Scene Management
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